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ABSTRACT
A Uight transmission technique was used to moasure the
mean else of a group of graphite psrtioles suspended in water and
the particle sizes in an aerosol of ammonium chloride in air.
Passage of a single red laser beam through a known concentration
of graphite particles in water made it possible to obtain a
measure of their moan sizo. Laser beaus of two different wave-
lengths were used for the measurement of a suspension of unknown
particle sie and concentration,
Operating procedures were established for the apparatus,
sad calibration tests were performed in order to demonstrate
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Optical transmission
I Intensity of light after it has passed through a group of particles
I Initial intensity of the light
A ",avelength of the light aource
D Particle diameter
a Size number a T
C) Refractive index of the particles relative to the surroruding
r-er~liut"
".( . - m
CU Number of particles per unit voltue
C, Volume of particles per unit volume
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I. INTRODUCT ION
With a steadily increasing interest in the subject of the
atmospheric scettering of light and its parallel applications in
ccrtain fields of physics, meteroro.ogy, and colloidal chemi&L,,y,
a sound knowledge of the scattering characterinticm of particles
is necessary.
k theory 'f light scattering by small particles has been
derived from Maxwell's equations for the behavior of elecronmagnetic
waves. The solutions to these equations in spherical ooordinates
were derived in 1908 by Gustav Rie. [18] Thiq solution provides
the basis for recent experiments in particle size determination
using a light scattering technique. Uperimentation by Penndarf
[14], Kerker, et al. [9j]t and Meehan and lingus [13-1 among others,
has provided elaborate tabulation of the functions necessary for
the solution of Mie's equat4i",
In contrast to most studies that have been concerned
with dielectric spherical particles of constant diameter, the
present investigation utiliesd particles of odd shapes and sizes.
Hence, a mean diamieer, as theorized by Dobbina sxnJ Jismmimn 2j
was the basis for particle sine measurements in this study.
Throughout this paper the term vaimovs apeasion refrs, to a
suspansion whose chemical composition is known but whose particle
dises and concentration are unkunovn.
St
Particle Size Measurement Apparatus
Theri are two basic techniques in use today to determine
parttizi sizes. Th* .hoice of technique depends solely upon the
theory of operatior.--vhether particle slit. are to b•, determined
by measuremeat of scattered light or of transmitted light.
Schemmtic di•gr•m of experimental arrtngements that have
been useJ in weaturing particle sizes are shown in Figures 1 - 4.
Figure 1 is the arrangement used by Durbi [L4] to determine particle
sizes Sy maivaring the intensity of light scattered by particles
at different angles f-on the incidei light. Figure R shows the
arrangement used by Dobbins and JismAgian r2] to measure the
transmission of light through a polydispersion of dielectric
spheres. Dobbins and Jismagian have shown that light transmission
measurememts give more accurate results than those for light
scattering moasure~wt!, especially whe:- a study of the growth
of particles in *%de.
Figur-i 3 ari 4 show the arrangements used in this study. The
prinoiple of both is basically the same as that shown in Figure 2,
with the following important exueption. For this experimeat lasers
of known wavelengths were employed to elic-.IAte the complexities
of a monoohromstor and to insure a stable l'.ht source. The con-
figuration shown in Figure 4 was oonstructed to enable the
measurment of both particle sizes and conce~ntrations in an unknown
n For t.is it was necessary to alternately measure the
Intonsitien of two Iasers with one photomultiplier tube. Hence, a
a ,mirror end a beaavspliter were placed in tho path of a second
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laer beam in order to superimpose both beam on the photomulti-
plier tube.
In the numerous investigations of particle size ueasureueunt
using light scattering tschniques, all except a few have assumed a
uniform miie and shape of particles in order to utilize Miels
exact solution of the onve equation. However, the theory used here
wva that develvped by Dobbins and Jimmagian which it based on the
observation that c particular mean diameter is directly related to
the mean scattering cross section for a variety of particle sise
distribution functions and is relatively independent of the shape
of the distribution function, which is usually unknown. This hba
been graphically shown for twenty different distribution functions,
including rectangular, parabolic, and upper limit. [2j The
agreement between the various values of to as representied by the
standard deviation between each of vhe curves of 1/932 To 0 8, was
poorest at P32 equal to about 4.0 at which the stsudard deviation
is 5.6 per cent. For other values of P3 2 the stamnard deviation
was much less, especially for valuea of P 32 " 10 where the standard
deviation is approximately equal to zero. Hence, for the muspension
of graphite ,particles used in this experiment ( P32 >:lO)0 WWy of
the distribution functions would provide accurate results, This
line of reasoning was followed because it allowed a flexible appli-
cation of the light transmission theory to nonuniform particle sizes.
Description of Uzperiment
The purpose of this project was twofold. One was to develop a
facility for ',he dtermination of particle size and concentration
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in the exhaust of a rocket being developed at the Naval Postgraduate
3chool'. The second was to continue the work of Dobbins and Jismagian
by determining the relationship of the theorised moan diameter of a
group of particles suspende4 in a medium to the physical character-
ietics of the particles.
In this thesis the results of two experiments are described.
Graphite particles of known sizes, similar to those expected in
the rocket ezhaust, were immersed in water in discrete amounts to
provide known concentrations. Also, an aerosol of amesoium-
chloride particles was generated for which neither particle size
nor concentration was known. asperiments were made on both groups
of particles.
In the first experiment, measured quantities of graphite
particles were added to water in an optical cell, and the trans-
mission of a laser beam through the cell was recorded. The
mesa particle size was determined by e*ploylng the theory developed
by Dobbimn and Jismagian. In the second experiment, prior ueasurmet
of the concentration of the particles in an aerosol of asmonim-
chloride was net possible. However, both the mean particle aime
and the coacentration could be determined by measuring the light
trasmeission of two lasers of widely sepcrated vavelengths.
Copletion of this project Included the followings
so A light transmission systemt Including an associated
measuresm t facility, was assembled.
b. An optical eell, equally &. suitable for liquid solu-
tiome as for gs dispersions, was designed and assembled.
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c. Tb. systeu was instrumented to insure that uniform,
reproducible conditions existed for successive experiments.
d. Techniques were developed for sorting graphite dust
sasples into uniform sizes and for measuring their volume,
e. Sufficient tests were performed to reach a oonoluuion
as to the applicability of this technique for measuring particle sizes
in a rocket exhaust and for determining the relationship between the
theorized mean diameter and the diameters observed under magnifiostiom.
f, Procedures for the operation of tho system as a whele
were established.
go Mean scattering coefficients were determined for the
relative refractive indexes of a solution of graphite and water
(m - 1.673) and an aerosol of ammonium-chloride particles (m a 1,642).
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II. LIGHT TRASSSION TNORY
Uhen a parallel been of light is Incident upon a group of*
spherical particles of uniform siseq a fraction of the ind-idont
light is oztinguished by the partioleo through absorption and
scatteri•g. This scattering is the means by vhich the parti:0oa
are visible. ginae the light absorbed by a group of partile is
so mob less than the scattered light, the fraction of this parallel
beam of light that emergeo without experiencing a deflection from
Sthe initial direction of propagation is given by
T f expf-4( m) D2 Call (1)
where
¶ i/,Ia is the fraction of the light intendity -which passaspasses through the particles unchanged
T is the optical transmittance
IK( aim) is the scattering coefficient for the particles
a is th &ine number (a - l
A it the wavelengh of incident light
m is thie refractive index of the particles relative to the
surreundiag medium
D is the particle diameter
C2 is the concemtration or number of particl,• per unit volume
I is the optical path length.
Disation (1) cm# be used to test the solution developed by Oustav
NoI In 190 for zwvoliks wave equations for the condition of am
oloetrev4o•tie wave inoidont on a sphere. Through o2perimeatation,
the scattering coefficient ean be calculated for a gou of spherical
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particles of known concentration and diameter. This scattering
coefficient has been compared with that given by the MKi Theory,
with an agreement of 10 per cent or better for a broad range of
a( am). [2] Thereforeg it can be assumed that use of the Kie
Theory will yield valid results for the scattering coofficient of
an unknown suspensionA
In reality, however, few dispersions are of uniform sije.
Therefore, the transmittance law as given by Equation (11 has
little real significance in rractical applications. Tn make
Equation (1) valid for a variety of distribution functions,
it must be assumed that there exists a particular diameter which
is directly related to a mean scattering cross section and which
is independent of the shape of the saso distribution functionj
see Equation (4). The transmission equation used for these
experiments follows the development advanced by Dobbins and
Jismagian [2] and is partially reproduced here.
Equation (1) can be extended to a polydispersion by detorminitg
a scattering coefficient as a function of the particle diameter and I
some particle size distribution function Nr (D) such that i
fD 1 Nr(D)dD (2)
D2
is the relative probability of the occurence of sizes betweon
D1 and D2 o Therefore, Equation (1) becomes
T a exp1- VCnhJ II(DvmyN'r(D)D2dDI (3)j
where D. is the maxim particle diameter present. A mesa
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scattering coefficient my then be defined an
K(D,n) Nr (D)D2dDS• (4)
f 1 Nr(D)D2dD
To eliminate the obvious complexities of aocuretely counting
a very large number of email particles, the number concentration
my be replaocd by a volume concentration Cv, i.e., the volume of
particles per unit volume, such that for spherical particles
CO ; - fo r(D)D3dD (5)
Inserting Zquations (4) and (5) into Uquation (2), the reminiL
integral quantity Is the ratio of the third moment of the size
distributiom function to the second moment, or the volume to the
surface mean diameter, such that
Nr(D)D3dD
D32 -* (6)f.0 Nr(D)D2dD
Introducing Rquatica (8)9 the transmittance lavs can be re-
vritteon a
T - j (i2 ] (7)
A simple interpretation of D32 is obtained by noting
that the volum-to-eurface ratio of 0 collection of particles
of uniform size is D/6. The volume-to-surfece ratio of a
collection of Cu, particles per unit volum is
C6~ i[ Nr(D)D~dD D3
Cn ,fo DJ Nr(D)D
2 dD
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Thus the volume-surface mean diameter is that
diameter which in exactly six times the volume-to-
surface ratio of the polydispersion. (2)
Equation (7) and the volume concentration9 therefore, would
be sufficient to determine the quantity K/D3 . and thus provide a
measure of some mean particle sse. Svaluating Equation (7) for
two widely separated waves of light through 99kM suspegigg
would produce mean particle diamatt- and concentration.
Evaluation of 17 is a complete investigation in itself sad
will only be touched upon lightly, Let It suffice to say that the
mean scattering coefficient which it normally given by a slowly
converging series can be approzimated by
K - 2 - (4 sin p/p) + 4(1 - cos o)/p 2  (9)
for m- I << I and a >: 1, where p - 2* (a - 1) is the phse-
Sshift parameter. Thus for particles much larger thWa the wavelength
of the incident light
K/0 32 2/ 1032 (10)
a>> 1
Most of the graphite particles used for the first experiment
were found to be mach larger than the wvovlongth of the lasers
used, Thoer, orev If ws set equal to 2. More this simplifying
usumption Gould not be mado9 values of I *vs 03 1 wore eztraetod
from tables interpolated from these provided by Dobbins sad
Jimagiaml. [2] The original. values were tabulated by using
Uiuation (4) and the upper limit funetioa
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Nr(D) a exp(6 ln(aD/D. - D)12
D6 (D6- D)
where (a - 1.h6 sad 6 a 1.13). Limiting values of 1/0$2.
0,540 *42 for o8, mob less than 1, and R/p 32 u 2.00/P32 for
032 mob greater than 1 were tabulated using Equation (11).
trfor 0,5 t 08gc 100 for various a are tabulated in Appendiz I1.
They vowr interpolated from the tables listed in Reference D2
for the values of a used in this report.
References [2], [4], [9], [13], [14], #nd [15] provide uxact
t4abulation of the sean scattering coefficient vs various phaseshift
parameters for a largo variety of relative refractive indexes.
Another theory aflt.cable to particle size dotorminati•o• is
that fee light seattering which will be presented briefly for
the purpose of eoqmriso'. The intensity ratio for particles of
any sfso lllu±n-ated by a monoohromtio light be•a of unit Inteslt-
isIs 1() + 12(0)
where
1. Is the intensity of Uight scattered at any angle
e in the angle betweem direction of incident beam and
reverse direction of observed scattered light
R is the distance from particle to point of observation
it(0) 4 12 (0) are functions of the angular distribution
of light Intensity proportioned to intensities of plane-
polarised ompoaents of scattered light.
ThOsO last two term, comprising the real complexity of
20
this theory, represent slowly converging series that are
difficult to compute. Also, the measurement of scattered light
at various distances and angles is difficult to accoqulish
without introducing variations in light intensity from stray
light sources,
Light transmission theory was chosen for this ezperiment
because of the ease with which it can be applied to any situation.
An interference filter and a shield that allow only light pajsing
through the test cell to enter the photomaltiplier tube are bll
that is required for accurate measuremants of particle size and
concentration. Any stray light passing through the test cell
would be measured by the photomultiplier tube as if it were
from the laser beam. When particles are added to the test cell,
the stray light intensity would be reduced by the asme factor as
that of the laser bea&. Since both the stray light and the laser
beam are reduced by the same factor, the transmission (I/Io)
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III. WOR!T TRANSMISSION IIPDIMDTAL APPARATUS
A major porttVin of the time epent on this project was
devoted to the precaremeat aad assembly of the components of
the system shown in Figures 3 and 4. A detailed description of
the apparatus is presented as as aid to those who continue
experiments with this apparatus and as a mesu to help t,%e
reeder better undersia&d the experiment.
Photometer
The pbotometer was of central importaace to this systemt,
as it ultimately provided the data necessary to determine the
sise and concentration of the particles in question, Initial
experiment. were carried out with a Zildorado Model 210 labo-
ratory Differential Photometer which was equipped to measure the
currewntutput of two photomaltiplier tubes. This piece of
equipment proved to be very convenient when experimenting with
scatter-ing a.thods, 4& it was not necessary to take long intervals
of time to mere the photomaltiplier tubes from position to
position, This would have produced invalid results if the
particles in question wore changing size and/or concentration.
Since the bulk of the experiment was concerned with light
transmission imeasuremmts, a newly acquired Pacific Photometric
Model 11 Laboratery Photometer was used. hpid change of
photamltiplier tubes was enhanced by a high voltage control on
tbis photometer that allowed the vGltag* to be varied from
-600V to -150C-V. In the 3idorado photometer, a rewiring of
the interunl high :-Itage circuits was necessary to miet the
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requirements for a given photomwltiplier tube. In addition to
a variable high voltage power supply, the Model 11 further
incorporated a wide range measuring circuit (necessary for
measuring the greatly varying light intensities which occurred
as particle concentrations increased) and an output for an
external recorder. The instrument was designed for use with
all side-window photomultiplier tubes and most head-on tubes
having diameters of up to 2 inches.
The nine-positicz- mesamring circuit covered full seale
ranges from 10 micro amperes to 1 nano aipere in 10 - 3 - I
steps. Zero adjustment of the meter and dark current cancella-
tion Lasured accurate msasuremiats. The current meter had three
scales. Two of these scales were linear with 100 and 30 divisieis,
respectively. The third scale was the log of the reciprocal
of the first scale and was a scale of optical density. Uk•g
adjustment permitted measuremests from 100 per cent to 0.001
per cost an the linear scales. The overall accuracy of the
measuring circuit was 2 per cent. A recorder output of 100w
for full scale on all ranges was provided on the back of the
instromeut, and was comected to a strip recorder. The regulatitm
of the high voltage vs 0.05 per cent for line variations from
105 to 125 volts A.l. A coastant voltage regulator attached to
the Model II Photomter provided for tke stabh lisation of the
high voltage output.
PIht~woiltiplier Tubes
Xqually iqperteat were the photowultiplier tubes i&ieh
couverted incident light to some measurable quantity ef earr'mt,
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The photomultiplier tubes were ideal for weasurin, the low
intensity light transmitted through a strong concentration of
particles in a solution. The theory of photomultiplier tube
operation is as follows. Radiation incident on the photoactive
surface within the envelope of the tube will release an electron
from the surface. A voltage drop then accelerates the electron
to the ffrst of several plates. Several secondary electrons are
released when the eloctroA strikis the first plate. Thoee
secoudary electrona, in turn, are accelerated to another pl.*e
where the process continues. This chain reaction wmy be
6
aplifiedg eventually, by as much as 10 times before the electrons
are led from the photozaltiplier tube to the photometer in the
form af cuerent. This current is the direct measure of light
intensity sought 'or transmission measurements. Since the
pbotemaltiplier tubes are too sensitive for direct exposure to
the aseer light, with low perticle c-ncentrations, neutral density
filters were used to reduce the laser intensity to one that could
be measured. Reference 11], pages 791-793, lists seven special
conats concerming the use of photomultiplier tubes that are
especially useful to anyone not familiar with their operation
or coustruction. Ibile several photomltiplier tubes were used
in prellduiary eas~uremeuts, an ACA 1P28 photcialtiplier tube
with Leed spectral respoases fer both wavelengths of lasers
used in this experimen -was used for the actual measurements.
Figure 5 shows the spectral respase of the 1P28 for various
waveleagtU of light. Light of wvolaagtho other than those
of the lasers was preoasted frem affecting iatemsity meswrwenmts
24
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by placing interference filters in front of the photomltiplier
tubes. This permitted the use of normal working lights in the
area of the experiment without affecting the normal intensity
levels of the lasers.
In addition to the interference filters, a mirror end a
beau splitter were used when both lasers were needed so that
only one photomultiplier tube was required. (See Figure 4.)
This arrangement enabled the two parallel laser beams to be
superimposed on the same path after passing through the test
cell. Thus, a single photomultiplier tube could accurately
measure the intensity of either laser by alternately chopping
off the light from the other laser.
Lasers
Two lasers were used for this experiment. A Spectra Physics I
Model 124 CV helium-neon gas laser of wavelength X = 6328 A
(See Figure 13 )was used for particle site measurements when
the concentration of the solution was known. This model con-
sisted of two units. The laser unit contained the plasma tube,
reflectors, supporting adjusting mechanisms, and the high voltage
section of the excitation power supply, which supplied the
energy n-cessary to create and sustain the glow discharge in
the plasma tube. The separte exciter unit housed the low
voltage exciter section located in the laser unit, To maintain
the spectral purity of thc red light that entered the photo-
multiplier tube, am interference filter of . 6328"5A was used
with this laser.
25
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The second laser, used in conjunction with the first when
neither particle size nor concentration was known, was a TRW
Pulsed Argon Ion Laser Model 71A. (See Figure 14.) Although
the laser's wavelength could be varied in six steps from 4579 A
to 5145 A, 4880 A was chosen because of the high peak power
available at this wavelength. The TRW laser is a compact single
uit that produces a repetitively pulsed argon"ion laser light.
The repetitive pulse rate can be varied from single pulse to
60 Hz (power line frequency). This variable repetitive pulse
rate, properly timed with a light chopper on the continuous wave
rod laser, would permit alternate intensity measurements to be
made for each laser without manually blocking off the light from
each laser.
The advantage of using lasers for this expertament rather than
the more commonly used white light is twofold. First, a laser
produces a highly collimated beam of light of high intensity that
enables the meacurement of particle sizes even in very high con-
cestrations of solutions. The limiting particle concentration
ti when multiple interference of the light occurs due to one
particle shadowing another. This may be the reason for the de-
viation of the data from straight lines at high particle con-
centrations as seen in Figure 12. Second, the principal charac-
teristic of the laser in that it produces a light of only one
wavelength, thas eliminating the nonochromator in the optical
apparatus, shewn in Figure 2. Since the laser beam is so highly
eollimatod, a diverging lona and a oolliamting lena were used with
26
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each laser to produce a broad parallel beam of light through the
test cell. With a wider beam of light, inconsistencies in the
concentration of the particles in solution tend to average out Pad
give a more constant value for the transmitted light.
Instruaentation
In addition to the photomultiplier tube output meter in the
photometer, a Leeds and Northrup Speedomx Strip Recorder provided
a permanent record of the intensities measured by the photo-
multiplier tubes. (See Figure 6.) This record was especially
helpful when the light from both lasers was alternately being
reazmi'-cK. A". variable DC power supply wan also used to power the
propeller in the test cell. The variable power output of the
supply enabled the propeller speed to be adjusted as necessary to
keep the particles in suspension. Figure 16 shows the arrangemet
of the instrumentation used for these experiments.
27
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IV. LIGHT TANSMISSION 1PIMITAL TECE2IQUE
Numerous tests were made to develop the transmission technique
that was ultimately used. In each test, light transmitted through
a variety of concentrations of particles was measured in order to
insure that there existed an exponential variation of transmission
vith particle concentration. Initial neasurements were made with
mse laser ( the Spectra Physics Model 124) to establish procedures
and techniques. Measurements using two lasers present little
additiomal difficulty, once the technique is established with one
laser.
In determining particle sizes of known concentrations, the
following procedure was followed, Graphite particles were seps-
rated into groups of 0.281gm (equivalent of 0.125cc). The
transmission apparatus was then warmed up for a minimum of 15
minutes. Twelve hundered milliliters (:"2C-•cc's) o-- =mter uas
poured into the test cell, and its temperature taken in order to
establish its e*act index of refraction. The red ( A. 6328 )
laser-used in the tests on graphite particles- was aligned with
the lenses and the photomaltiplier tube, as shown in Figure 3.
Uen. the strip recorder vs calibrated and the photometer was
properly meroed, the test was ready to bertn. The light intensity
of the laser, measured through the test cell with water, was re-
corded. Then samples of graphite particles were added one at. a
time, sad the light intensity recorded after the addition of each
sample. The test cell was then cleaned in proparatieo for the
next test.
The graphite particles used were measured with a . Jroscope,
This was done at a comparison to the theorized partic73 size
measurement. Stokes' Law provided another check on the a.ual
particle size by measuring terminal velocity of particlev as they
sauT in water. (See Appendix III.) Velocity meamureu.At was
provided by timing the fall of the particle over a fixed distance.
A settling process was used to provide a group of particles
of similar size. Mixing a group of graphite particles in a
test tube full of water and allowing them te settle gave a
variation of particle sizes in the settled mediventi from small
to large, i.e., from top to bottom. This scattaring process is
actually another application of Stokes' Tawv implying that larger
particles will fall faster than smaller ones. Thea partiol*
groups were siphoned off in thLee groups according to relative
size.
To obtain experimental results for a gro-ip of particles of
I
unknown size and concentration, an aer•sol of awsonium-chlorido
particles was blown int3 the test cell. This test used vapors
from flasks of aminium hydroxide and of hydrochloric acid.
These vapors were chosen because they remain a constant size
long enough for the experiment to be completed (approximately
10 to 1• 'inutes) and because their size has been experimentally
determine4. [4]
The same experimental procedure was utilized as t•$or the
case of uknown size, only with the following exeeptien. Instead
of adding graphite samples, more smoke was blown into the sell.
29
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•Lo,•qity measurements were taken as soon as possible after the
cr'o':O waS 1.'O,.om into the cell to insure that the particles had
not begun to agglomerate. Once the variables necessary for the
solution to the transmission equation were obtained, nine
determination for both typos of particles was made from the
tables of '/p30, shown in Appendix II. These tables were tabu-
lated from computer solutions of Bquations (4) and (9) for
specific values of the relative indexes of refraction. Values
of K and r/03. for the values of a considered in this report
were interpolated from the tables presented in Reference [2].
SBnce the ratio of light intensities passing through the
test sell before sad after the addition of particles is all that
is necessary to determine the transmissiont the units of intensity
meamsrement are arbitrary. For these experiments the current
produced by the light Incident on the photemultiplier tube was
used to dotoruine the light transmission, Figure 6 is a record
of the light transmissions recorded during experiment 12 by the
Leeds and Northrup recorder.
Once the transmission was determined, Zaqution (7) vws ",ed
to determine the meoan particle diameter, D3 2 . The optical path
length as a eoastant equal to the width of the test cell (4 cm).
For the first experiment, the volume concentration an`& 1'io
transmission were measured during the experiment, Figures 7 -
show the graphical representation of the transmitted light fol
various emeuta of graphite particles added to 1200cc of water.
30
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The remaining unknown was the ratio of the mean scattering coefficient
to the particle diameter (r/D 3 2). Since a 2l for these particles,
the limiting value of K/o 3 2 9 as given by Equation (10), was used to
solve for the particle diameter.
For the second experiment, the concentration and the particle
size of the aerosol of annonium-chloride particles were unknown.
Howevere by us•ng two lasers of widely separated wavelengths and by
measuring the transmission of each laser for the same concentrationas
two equations with two unknowns could be written and solved for the
mean particle sse and concentration. Figure 17 shows this ez-
periment in operation.
Table I is s sample, ot how the particle msse was determined
for experiment 12. Many different volumes of graphite particles
wore used to insure that each gave the same mean particle diameter.
"Table II lists the particle sizes measured by experiments 12 to 16.
Both procedures worked very satisfactortly, as evidenced by
the comparison of the theoretical siues to the sizes observed under
engnificationt and are recomeaded for future use.
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V. MOULTS AND DISCUSSION
A major portion of the ti.. and effort spent on this project
van involved with the design and procurement of the apparatus used
for VU ezparimemt. Procedures were established for the operation
of the, apparatus and are listed in checklist form In Appendix 1.
ALsa *heek en the apparatusp a series of five tests on graphite,
particles In luter were made. The partiale, sines determined vere,
ocqared with the mines mesasured. with the microscope. Another
check of particle, asio vas provided by Stokes' lAw. (See Appendix
111.) These five tests gave a mean particle diamieter of 23.811
,With a miuimusm deviation of 0.SP or 0.2 per cent. (Ruas aumbered
1t and 14 were not considered for this measurement since they
represented extreme values of particle mines. They were, used to
deianstrate the applicability of using a settlinig process to
separate particle greups by site e) Microscopic mseasuremensts of
particles from the same five groups showed diamieters vurying from 8,Oiv
for the smaller partileso to 60.0v1 for the largest particles. The
variety of asime sheim under the microscope, illustrated the value
of light treasmissien measurements, * ther thea try to precisely
mea~sure seach partiale In a large group of particles, light trans-
misislm, experiments ean be conduated to measure son mean aiso that
diseribes the particles# Measurements using Stokes' law gsve a mean
partiale diamester of 60.0w1. A possible cause of the difference, here,
Is attributed to the difficulty of visually following the path of
small particles ever the omeasred drop is erter' to Uise their passage.
It ean be seen fram the, above mesuemwetss that the Sbeerivej
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mean diameter D3 2 is actually some diameter within the extreme
boundaries of maxim=ni cnd minimum particle sizes. Hence, it can
be used accurately to give some measure of a middle diameter,
To test the light transmission theory, for an unimom SuA2eBioj
an aeroqo! of anmonime-chloride particles was puped into the test
cell. (See Figure 18.) Only two experiments were performed w-•th
thiu aerosol due to the late arrival of the TRW Pulsed Argon Ion
laser, However, results agreed quite closely with the measurements
performed by Derbin [4].
Table III shows the data obtained from the eirst of two
measurementm on the amwonium-chlorioe aerosol. This experiment
,ave a moan particle diameter of C.38i as comparsd with Durbin's
meaauramevt (4) of 0,41 U,
Since the rocket exhaust to be teste4 b- this transmiusion
roeesen vwas not developed prior to the preaentaw.ion of this paper,
no tests were perforwed. However Uquatien (7) shown that tor the
dn•umic range (105) of the Model 11 Photometer, a minitm ratio cf
par,rel.p coacentration to tha phaseshift paraieter, C,,/P 32, of
1.13 x l0'-5 caa te obtained.
It uaf iwtc- from the light transmission measuremena shown
grphically in "rinr"a I - 11 that the transaissiou values failed
to follow a linear variation once a concentration oA? 0.00083cc
graphite/cc water was reached. This non linearity was assumed to
be due to a mltiple scattering of light encountered when the
particle concentration reached a certain value. Since the ligbt
transmission theory only bolda for single scattering, particle
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*moeurea to for ooncentrations greater than 0#00083cc graphite/
so water are most likely invalid,
igSre 1* abhorn a plot of light treasmiesion ve volume of
graphite partieres for three particle aile meavirouentes Each
of the@# tests was made for a different group of partiles
seoarated by the settliag proeoss deoaribed above# The variation
of slopes hohm that the partiole eile& are different and that the
bilger partisles did mink fteter. Thu., the settlAng process




The optical apparatus functioned satisfactorily, and procedures
were establithed to make reliable operation of the equipment
possible. The mean diameter of the graphite particles used us
found to be 23.8P , using the laser transmission technique.
Microscope mnasurseent of the same particles showed that this
theorized mean diameter wsa within the extremeo limits of particle
size* The agreement between those measurements verified the light
transumission theory used in this report.
Thus, the experiments performed bea shoiva "UL 1- : uan
particle size theorised by Dobbins and Jimagian [2] in closely
related to the mean diameter of the size distribetion funaction.
Hence, the meon diameter moeaured by a light transmission exporiment
*. provided some indicatiam of the particle sizes present in the
suspension. For the special case of uniform particle sizes, the
light transmission theory would provide an eazct measrameat of
the size.
Finally, mean ocattoring coefficients were interpolated for
the solutions uAed, -heseo coefficients were tabulated for the
relative indexos of retraction of graphite it water and of an
atrosol of asniul-chloride particies. (So* Appendix II)
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VII, SUMGUTIONS FOR FU"THU INVETIGATION
The light tranesia./ion "-d for tLeee experiments provides a
very flexible toot for determnin8g particle slies and ooncentrtions
in ubM .su 15aL Currdut ideas for Investigatimo inoludes
a, ;Aake umeurements of pIrtiole siOmo on the ord*o of
ens mi-li-aicreo to determIne a ha ronge of particle t:1oa can be
couratsely meauredo
b, Conduat praotical experimeats to detoriune the applies-
b/liy of using the light treoeurivilon theory to measure particle
eslas and esneumtrotaims in toga# *Zbaustej eau smogs.
a. Incorporate a light chopper on the crntiuuou# wave
later, and regulate the pulsed laser to per-it nearly7 eimltaneous
liSht. iast-ait•s easureumts in order to reduii "y errors which
vy enter due te the grvUw of particles during eoperiwmntation,
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UNN# 12 10 - 91.0
VOLUME OP INTJSITY TRMUSSION C_
GRAPHITE I T -In T z 4.05 3105 /pu
cc
0.125 53,0 0.182 0.64 41.75 .0130
0.250 31.0 0.340 1.07 83.42 .0142
0.375 19.0 0.808 1.56 125,2 .0148
0.(00 11,0 0.120 2.11 186.99 .0148
0.825 6.8 0.074 2.59 208.74 .0144
0.750 4.4 0.048 3.22 20 50 .0142
0,875 2.8 0.030 3,48 292.25 .014O
1.000 1.7 0.018 3.98 333.99 .013T
1.125 1.0 0.019 4.42 378.75 .0133
1.250 0.67 0.007 4.92 417.50 0130
I0 a vg. .01485
'ForK/ P39 - 0.01425
032 • 140.20
D32 a 2.ol 10-3 o 
a 0.00082 in
Microsoopic measurement saLows:




GRAPHITI PAICICIZ SIZE S






"M-en Particle 813, 0.00242 cn
Neximin Deviation 0.00043 an or 1To. %
N Motes Nuns 12g 13, & 14 were made on partioler sorted as to aiso
by a sottling process in vater, with the particles then
SgroVped as smll, mdiu, and large, respectively. Hene,*
the maximum deviatien calculated has little "alue since it
is calculated for extremes rather than for a "normal"
distribution of particle sizes.
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A. High-voltage photocell power supply
B. RCA IP21 multiplier phototube
C. Bollontine model 304 VTVM
M. Chamber for generating ommonium-chloride fog
E. Glass windows
F. Wroffen light-filter monochromot 7?A
B. Focusing lense
H. War Infaed filter
I. Adjustable slit
J. Air-cooled, highpressure mercury-vapor
l*p WE B-H6)





FIB. I -EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT USED BY DURSiN TO
MEASURE PARTIQKE SIZES IN AMMONIUMI- CHLORIDE
FOG SY UGHT-SCATTERIN METHOOS (4)
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M2a -SCeCMATIC DRAWING OF OPTICAL APPARATUS USED
BY D06BINS AND JIZMAGIAN FOR LGHT TRANS-
MISSION MEASUREMENTS (2)
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D. RCA IP28 phatomultiptler tube E
E. PPI laboratory photometer
F Leeds 1i Northrup speedomax
strip recorder




FIG. 3-OPTICAL APPARATUS USED FOR LIGHT TRANS -
MISSION MEASUREMENTS ON SOLUTIONS OF
KNOWN CONCENTRATION BUT UNKNOWN SIZE
442.4
A. Spectra-Physics mode! 124 H
stobilite gas loser X.n06328 A .
B. TRW pu argon ion loser
X,488 I






F. RCA IP28 photomultiplier tube F
G. PPI laboratory photometer






FIG. •OPTICAL APWATUS USED FOR LIGHT TRANS- A
MISSION MEASUREMENTS ON SOLUTIONS OF
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FI• 8 RAPITEPARTICLE VOLSURMENT(cRU 13i)
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PARTICLE VOLUME (ccs)
FIG. It GRAPHITE PARTICLE MEASUREMENT- RUN 16
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.25 .50 .?5 LO L25
PWTnCLE VOLUME (cc)
FIG. I& -TIMNSMISSION MEASUREMENT OF 3 GROUPS OF
CARBON PARTICLES THAT HAVE BEEN SORTED








































1. MeAlsure C.28]. gm (0.125 cc) samples of Graphite.
2. Measure 1200 ml (1200 cc) of water in a beaker.
.Clean test cell.
4. Clean lenses, filters, and mirror of optical apparatus.
5. Align laser beam, lenmes, test rei, and p!-otomultiplier,
6. Start laser.
7, Turn strip recorder ON.
8. Turn photometer power toggle switch ON.
9. Turn high voltage toggle switch 01.
10. Turn meter Oisplay switch to H. V., and adjust high voltage
to some value less than the maximum rating for the photo-
multiplier in 13e m-inus 55 V.
Tleat Procedure
1. Turn neter display mwitch to IM'T.
2, Turn sensitivity switch OT.
3. Cover photomultiplier tube,
4. Turn zero adjust control until meter reading is 0.
5. Uncover photomultiplier tube and expose it to laser beam
passing thlrough .est cell.
6. Turn input current awitch to scale that givea a current
reading greater than 10 per cent of full scale.
7. Turn on strip record-r.
8. Start prop motor.
9. Racord meter reading for laser passing through water only.
10. Add Graphite sample.
11, Record meter reading.
12. Turn OFF prop motor.
13. Turn recorder OFF.
14. Turn H. V. and power switches OFF.
15. Turn laser off.
Note 1: Steps 10 and 11 are repeated as many times as
measurement- of particle size are made for different
particle concentrations.
Note 2: When two lasers are in use, measurements and re-
cording. should be made by alternately blocking
off the light from one laser to the photomulti-
plier and then from the other laser,
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STOMS' lUW FOR PARTICLE SIZE DETEPMINATION
X mea3urement of the size of the particles thftt was independent
of the light transmission theory was necessary to provide a reference
with wvhich the results could be compared. Visual mcasurement with a
microscope ran found tobe quite adequate for the experiments with
graphite particles in a water medium1  However, for smaller particles,
particulirly those whose physical chemistry would not permit them to
be examined out of their own environment, another type of measure-
ment Vas t11e applicotion of Stokes' Law as follows.
if a smwil spherical particle of radius r is moving through
c moeirm of vincosit-y nv, a constant velocity v, the force thftt
p-,posas this moti(in is given by Stokes4 Law as
F - 6wrnv
i or Wtul. ir thi only other force acting on the particle is that
of• ravit'rq then the force tending to keep the particle in motion
F = mg - 4/33r 3 (p - )g
where 0 is the density of the particle in question and p' is the
density of the suapending medium. Since theme are the only two
forces acting on the particle, they, may be equated so that
4/3ir 3 (p - p')g - 6wrnv or,
r2( -
Thus, by nei•auring the velocity &t which the particles !all, tho,
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through a known conceitration of graphite parti-zles in water made it possible
to obtain a maasure o: the-r mcan size. Laser bears of two different wave-
lengths were used for the measurement rf a 3uspension of unknown particle
size and concentration.
Operating procedures were established for the apparatus, and calibration
tests were performed in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the technique.
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